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The Relationship Between the New York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal and the New York City Housing Court
By Sheldon Melnitsky and Gerald Lebovits

The amalgam of laws regulating residential tenancies in New York City is “an impenetrable thicket confusing not only to lawyers but to laymen.”1 A number of rationales explain their “opacity.”2 “[L]egitimate political pressures and the stress of economic and social tensions”3 have led to a history of expansion and contraction over 50 years as New York State and New York City align rent laws to meet changing political and economic conditions. As set out in the legislative findings justifying their enactment, the rent laws seek to balance conflicting purposes of encouraging owner investment to transition to a normal market of free bargaining between owners and tenants, and protecting residents from unreasonable rents that can be exacted due to the acute shortage of dwellings.4 The rent laws’ periodic sunsetting leads to negotiated modifications, which the Court of Appeals had described as “temporary make-shifts”5 enacted as a compromise for their extension. Enthusiastic members of the landlord-tenant bar skillfully and persistently advocate for new interpretations of statutory language that appeared well settled and then aggressively shape the new modifications through litigation.6

At its core, the rent laws’ complexity arises from what is at stake for owners and tenants: the continued occupancy and preservation of nearly one million rent-regulated apartments.7

Tending this thicket is hard. The legislature has created two separate yet energetic gardeners responsible for its care and feeding: the New York City Civil Court, Housing Part (“Housing Court”), and the New York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal (“DHCR”).8

“This article discusses, in particular, the jurisdictional doctrines that divide responsibility between the DHCR and Housing Court in areas of overlapping authority and some examples of how this has played out in practice.”

The relationship between Housing Court and DHCR is often messy and uneasy. Much like the neighboring gardeners in the Fantasticks,9 each is equally proud of its own verdant greenery. They have been known to work at cross-purposes; one might water, while the other might prune. Each dreams of creating some lasting union and order to a collective garden.

This article provides a brief introduction to both DHCR and Housing Court and their respective areas of exclusive jurisdiction. This article discusses, in particular, the jurisdictional doctrines that divide responsibility between the DHCR and Housing Court in areas of overlapping authority and some examples of how this has played out in practice. The article also discusses when courts should or need not defer to DHCR as well as the procedures governing the day-to-day interaction of DHCR and Housing Court.

What Are the Rent Laws?

The rent laws encompass four separate rent-regulatory regimens, two of which apply in New York City. Within New York City are two separate rent regulatory systems: rent control and rent stabilization.10 Rent control, enacted in the 1950s, regulates a relatively small number of tenancies in housing accommodations built before 194711 and which have not become vacant since 1971.12 Rent stabilization’s jurisdictional reach is largely the product of two laws: the Rent Stabilization Law of 196913 and the Emergency Tenant Protection Act of 1974.14 Together they cover housing accommodations in buildings of six or more units completed before 1974.15 Rent-stabilized tenants maintain continued occupancy through a requirement that owners must offer new and renewal leases of one or two-years’ duration.16 A separate city agency, the New York City Rent Guidelines Board, sets rates for increases on those leases.17 Additional rent increases are available upon the installation of new equipment or improvements, called Individual Apartment Improvements, or “IAI.”18 Tenant consent to the installation (and to the corresponding rent increase) is required when a tenant is in occupancy,19 although the rent may be increased and the IAI installed without consent on vacancy.20 DHCR may, upon an owner’s application, order further increases based on the installation of building-wide major capital improvements.21 Receiving regular guideline increases are conditioned on the owner providing and maintaining apartment services.22 DHCR is authorized to reduce the rent by the most recent rate of guideline adjustment if an owner fails to provide these services.23
When an owner has overcharged a tenant, a court or DHCR may direct a refund with interest. If an owner fails to establish that the overcharge was neither willful nor attributable to its negligence, then the owner’s liability is increased to three times the amount of the overcharge. An owner is also entitled to charge the initial agreed-upon rent to the first rent-stabilized tenant renting a formerly rent-controlled apartment, subject to a “fair market rent appeal commenced by the tenant before DHCR.”

Various exceptions extend to rent stabilization’s jurisdictional reach, some of which can result in evicting a tenant in occupancy, others on deregulation after vacancy. Evicting a tenant can result if a court finds that a tenant has failed to occupy the housing accommodation as the tenant’s primary residence. Deregulation can result under a DHCR order issued when a housing accommodation is occupied by tenants whose income exceeds $175,000 for each of two years when the rent exceeds $2,000 (“high-rent/vacancy deregulation”). Deregulation occurs without a DHCR or court order when a housing accommodation becomes vacant with a rent of $2,000 or more (“high-rent/vacancy deregulation”).

Owners are required annually to serve on tenants and file registrations listing the legal rent with DHCR for each housing accommodation. In addition to these annual registrations, an initial registration must be served on the first deregulated tenant renting a formerly rent-controlled apartment, subject to a “fair market rent appeal commenced by the tenant before DHCR.”

What Is DHCR?

DHCR is part of the State of New York’s executive department. The legislature created it in 1938, the same year it enacted the Public Housing Law. DHCR runs a variety of affordable-housing and community-renewal programs. These programs fund new construction and rehabilitation and provide for DHCR supervision of their ongoing operation. DHCR provides staff to the New York State Housing Trust Fund Corporation (“HTFC”), which has its own housing construction and preservation programs. DHCR is currently integrating its operations with “New York Homes,” an already existing amalgam of the New York State Housing Finance Agency (“HFA”) and the State of New York Mortgage Agency (“SONYMA”).

On September 22, 2010, these state housing agencies announced their integration under a single leadership structure as the New York State Homes and Community Renewal (“HCR”). This new alignment takes similar programs administered by HTFC, HFA, SONYMA, and DHCR and reorganizes them by actual function into three units: Finance and Development, which funds the development of new affordable housing; Community Renewal, which includes programs geared toward community and economic development; and Housing Preservation, which is geared to maintaining and enhancing existing state-supervised housing. Enforcing the rent laws falls within the Housing Preservation Unit’s purview.

For the majority of New Yorkers, administering these rent laws is still DHCR’s best-known program. DHCR has been the administrative agency in charge of the rent laws since the early 1980s, when the legislature determined that “such laws would better serve the public interest if certain changes were made thereto, including the placing of all of the systems of regulation of rents and evictions under a single state agency.”

DHCR has been designated with respect to rent stabilization “as the sole administrative agency to administer the regulation of residential rents as provided in this act” and to adopt and amend implementing regulations, known as the Rent Stabilization Code (“RSC”). Regulations governing rent stabilization cannot be promulgated “except by action of the Commissioner of the Division of Housing and Community Renewal.”

Administrative proceedings before DHCR under the Rent Stabilization Laws are typically instituted by either tenant complaint or owner application. Tenant complaints usually request either an overcharge award or a rent reduction due to a denial of services. Owner applications are most typically for Major Capital Improvement (“MCI”) rent increases. The opposing party in all these proceedings is given an opportunity to file a written answer. After receiving an answer, DHCR has a variety of processing alternatives but may request an additional written filing as it deems relevant. DHCR may grant an oral hearing, but it does so only in the unusual case in which a matter cannot be determined on submitted papers. After the matter is fully submitted, DHCR will issue a determination, signed by one of its Rent Administrators (“RA”). That decision is subject to an internal petition for administrative review to the Commissioner. The Commissioner, after review, will issue the final DHCR determination. Owners or tenants who deem themselves aggrieved by the Commissioner’s determination may commence a Supreme Court proceeding under Article 78 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules in order to review it.

What Is Housing Court?

Housing Court is the Housing Part of New York City Civil Court. It was created in 1972 with the passage of New York City Civil Court Act § 110 based on legislative findings that “effective enforcement of state and local laws for the establishment and maintenance of proper housing standards is essential” and that effective enforcement will be greatly advanced by the creation of a court “with jurisdiction of sufficient
scope (i) to consolidate all actions related to effective building maintenance and operation [and] (ii) to recommend or employ any and all remedies, programs, procedures and sanctions authorized by federal, state or local laws for the enforcement of housing standards...."55

Although its original mission was to resolve code-violations cases, by the time the court opened “nonpayment, holdover, and illegal lockout proceedings were added to the Housing [Court’s] jurisdiction to recognize the mutuality of obligations in landlord-tenant relationships, to promote a unified resolution of landlord-tenant disputes, and to adjudicate cases involving possession over residential premises in New York City.”56

In addition to having the authority to grant injunctive relief,57 Housing Court may entertain counterclaims within Civil Court’s subject-matter jurisdiction if sued upon separately.58 In summary proceedings, a tenant-respondent is entitled to raise any legal or equitable defense or counterclaim within the court’s jurisdiction.59

Jurisdiction

Given these broad delegations of responsibility, both DHCR and Housing Court could seemingly lay claim to jurisdiction over any dispute arising under the rent laws. Each specific remedy and cause of action must be individually scrutinized based on its express statutory authorization and its historical usage to ascertain the legislature’s intent with respect to that remedy.

Broadly, the inquiry falls within one of three categories: whether the litigants seek a remedy in which either the Housing Court or DHCR has exclusive jurisdiction; whether the parties seek a remedy in which there is concurrent, or shared, jurisdiction; and assuming concurrent jurisdiction, whether the parties seek a remedy in which DHCR rather than Housing Court is afforded primary jurisdiction.

Exclusive Jurisdiction

Despite its broad authority, Housing Court is a court of limited jurisdiction. Article VI § 7(a) establishes Supreme Court as “competent to entertain all causes of action unless its jurisdiction has been specifically proscribed” by the legislature.60 The legislature has the authority to create new causes of action in which Supreme Court’s general jurisdiction is preserved.61 Where the authority is given to an administrative agency within the executive branch, exclusive original jurisdiction may be conferred on that agency, subject only to court jurisdiction by way of court review of the administrative action.62

Sohn v. Calderon63 is the leading case establishing DHCR’s exclusive jurisdiction over a cause of action under the rent laws. In Sohn, the Court of Appeals held that permission to seek the eviction of both rent-stabilized and rent-controlled tenants based on demolition of the premises falls exclusively within DHCR’s purview. The court reached this assessment with respect to rent control based on the express wording of a statute that provided that an eviction order must be issued or determined by the “ ‘City Rent Agency’ ”—since 1983, the DHCR.64 With respect to rent stabilization, the court relied on DHCR’s own regulations and on similar policies of exclusivity exercised by DHCR’s predecessor agency, the New York City Conciliation and Appeals Board, whose policies DHCR had expressly been authorized to continue.65 Fair Market Rent Appeals are also within DHCR’s exclusively purview.66

On the other hand, DHCR was expressly divested in 1983 of the jurisdiction to ascertain the existence of the exemption from rent stabilization protection based on non-primary residency; that residency must be “determined by a court of competent jurisdiction.”67

Concurrent and Primary Jurisdiction

Given the breadth of both Housing Court and DHCR authority, concurrent jurisdiction is the norm rather than the exception. Even within areas of concurrent jurisdiction, there are times under the doctrine of primary jurisdiction when Housing Court or even Supreme Court should defer to DHCR to make a determination.

The Court of Appeals has described this doctrine as representing “an effort to ‘coordinate the relationship between courts and administrative agencies,’ generally enjoins courts having concurrent jurisdiction to refrain from adjudicating disputes within an administrative agency’s expertise, particularly where the agency’s specialized experience and technical expertise is involved.”68 There is flexibility to the doctrine. As the Court of Appeals has noted, “the rule is certainly not without exceptions....”69

In Davis v. Waterside, the leading case upholding DHCR’s primary jurisdiction, the Appellate Division, First Department, reversed a Supreme Court stay of a DHCR proceeding commenced to determine the applicability of the Rent Stabilization Law to a formerly subsidized housing development.70 In 150 Greenway Terrace, LLC v. Gole, an owner’s declaratory judgment action to restrict access to storage space was stayed in favor of a pending service complaint before DHCR.71 In Davidson v. 506 E. 88th St. LLC, the court granted injunctive relief to prevent an owner from engaging in construction that would interfere with the tenant’s exclusive use of a garden. The court noted that an earlier DHCR determination had arguably, but “implicit[ly],” guaranteed the tenant’s garden use. While the parties sought clarification from DHCR, the Supreme Court action would not go forward.72

The Appellate Division, First Department, has noted that when faced with a declaratory judgment action on a matter that falls within the more
express jurisdiction of Housing Court or DHCR that it seeks injunctive relief, the Supreme Court may consider whether relief is more appropriate for the remedies available to DHCR or Housing Court.

**Overcharges: A Study in Concurrent and Primary Jurisdiction**

The determination of rent overcharges has long been an area of concurrent jurisdiction. Until recently, it was unsettled whether the doctrine of primary jurisdiction required deferral to DHCR when an overcharge determination required not only applying the appropriate guideline increase but also analyzing the propriety of a claimed increase for IAIs. Neither DHCR nor prior tenant consent is necessary to impose an IAI increase for improvements made after a tenant vacates. The propriety of that increase is tested only through a tenant-overcharge claim. The review requires assessing whether the IAI is actually an improvement or simply a repair. Given the four-year statute of limitations on commencing an overcharge claim, reviewing supporting documentation, including costs, can occur several years after the actual IAI installation.

In *Rockaway One Co., LLC v. Wiggins* and *Vazquez v. Sichel*, the courts rejected the position that primary jurisdiction bars considering a tenant’s counterclaim for overcharges based on IAIs in a summary proceeding.

Both courts noted Housing Court’s jurisdiction over counterclaims and the unbroken line of case law regarding concurrent jurisdiction over overcharges. Neither court saw these IAI claims as requiring that DHCR be given the initial opportunity to address them or that a court’s fact-specific assessment would ultimately benefit from DHCR’s expertise. The *Vazquez* court noted that DHCR’s promulgation of regulations over IAIs already enhances the courts’ tools in making these determinations. The formula for IAI increases was alternately described as “not complicated” or “foreign to the courts.”

As noted in *Rockaway One Co., LLC v. Wiggins*, declining jurisdiction would ultimately be inconsistent with Civil Court’s adjudicative responsibilities.

Court interpretation of DHCR policy on IAIs nonetheless continues to be a matter of controversy and dispute. In *Jenrock v. Krugman*, the Court of Appeals reversed a divided Appellate Division that had affirmed a divided Appellate Term that itself had reversed Civil Court with respect to an IAI assessment. In light of the extensive nature of the claimed improvements, the majority and dissent split on what level of proof, with respect to both the expenditures and a breakdown between repairs and improvements, was needed to justify the increase. The Court of Appeals remanded the matter to the Appellate Division for further fact-finding. The Court of Appeals noted that both the Appellate Division majority and dissent, although citing DHCR policies, had themselves created new legal standards.

The Court of Appeals instead found that contrary to both parties’ contentions, as well as to the Appellate Division’s majority and dissenting opinions, the resolution of this issue is not governed by any inflexible rule that an owner is always required, or is never required, to submit an item-by-item breakdown showing an allocation between improvements and repairs if the landlord has engaged in extensive renovation work. Rather, the Court found that “[t]he question is one to be resolved by the fact finder in the same manner as other issues, based on the persuasive force of the evidence submitted by the parties.” The Appellate Division on remand ultimately found that the owner’s proof was sufficient.

Although DHCR and the courts might make similar factual assessments on the propriety of increases with respect to IAI, their methodologies often differ. More often than not, Housing Court will hold a trial to develop the necessary facts. DHCR, on the other hand, has relied on inspections or, even more simply, on an owner’s failure to meet its burden of establishing the propriety of the increase.

Even now there are instances in which parties still dispute whether primary jurisdiction should result in deferral to DHCR to resolve overcharge claims. In *Roberts v. Tischman*, a class action brought on behalf of the tenants of a large rent-stabilized housing complex, the Court of Appeals decided that an owner’s receipt of tax benefits under the J-51 program precluded high-rent/high-income and high-rent vacancy deregulation. Although the decision resolved this jurisdictional question, the actual impact of the court’s decision, including recovering possible rent overcharges, was left to future litigation. The *Roberts* decision has resulted in similar actions in Supreme Court as well as litigation in Housing Court about possible overcharges in rent-stabilized properties with J-51 benefits. Some courts have made their own overcharge assessments. Others have expressed an opinion that it is more appropriately resolved before the DHCR.

Concurrent jurisdiction over overcharges might also at times cause confusion on what has been determined in a Housing Court proceeding. DHCR routinely sees stipulations resolving Housing Court nonpayment proceedings and must assess whether the stipulations encompass withdrawing or settling an overcharge claim. DHCR will consider a stipulation to resolve overcharges and calculate the legal rent if the stipulation provides that the settlement encompasses that resolution.

If a tenant has filed an overcharge complaint with DHCR, Housing Court will not entertain a counterclaim or defense of rent overcharge. The pendency of a DHCR overcharge complaint does not, however, prevent...
the Supreme Court from staying a Housing Court proceeding pending the DHCR’s determination or the court’s awarding something less than full payment of rent as an interim measure while the DHCR proceeding is pending.¹⁰⁰

Services: A Study in Separate Jurisdiction

Different remedies are available if an owner fails to provide appropriate services. Housing Court might consider that failure as a counterclaim based on a breach of contract.¹⁰¹ More likely, a rent abatement might be granted based on a breach of the statutory implied warranty of habitability under Real Property Law § 235-b.¹⁰² With respect to DHCR, the Rent Stabilization Law provides that “[i]n addition to any other remedy provided by law,” a tenant may apply for a reduction in rent to the level in effect before the most recent adjustment and an order requiring services to be maintained.¹⁰³

Although warranty claims and DHCR rent-reduction proceedings both deal with deprivation of services, the standards for granting relief are significantly different. DHCR’s obligation to reduce the rent is mandatory unless the alleged deprivation of service is de minimis.¹⁰⁴ The Appellate Term has noted that the fundamental purpose of Real Property Law § 235-b is to address more significant deprivations of services: “to protect residential occupants from conditions ‘dangerous, hazardous or detrimental...life, health [and] safety’...and to afford a remedy for deprivation in those ‘essential functions’ which a ‘reasonable person’ would expect a residence to provide.”¹⁰⁵

In Solow v. Wellner, the Appellate Term held that “perceived decreases in amenities and conveniences arguably forming the basis for an application to the Division of Housing and Community Renewal [to reduce the regulated rent] based upon the owner’s failure to maintain required services...are not within the intended scope of Real Property Law § 235-b.”¹⁰⁶

DHCR’s finding that a specific service is required to be provided as an ancillary service can still be binding on a court.¹⁰⁷ Conversely, a Housing Court stipulation that in general terms resolves habitability complaints does not prevent tenants from filing a specific service complaint with DHCR if the owner fails, on a going-forward basis, to provide services.¹⁰⁸

To prevent duplicative reductions based on the same denial of services, both Real Property Law § 235-b and the Rent Stabilization Law were amended in 1997 to require both DHCR and Housing Court to take into account any reduction already received in the other forum for the same period.¹⁰⁹

Must DHCR and Housing Court Listen to Each Other?

In light of their concurrent jurisdiction, DHCR and the courts often make their own factual and legal assessments. These assessments might impinge on future decisions independent of those assessments. How bound each forum is by the other’s opinion depends on the subject matter of the pronouncement. In furtherance of its statutory responsibilities, DHCR makes administrative adjudications governing specific parties in administrative proceedings. It also issues more general interpretations on the rent laws and the Rent Stabilization Code. Each DHCR assessment is governed by a different standard.

Assuming that DHCR properly exercised its jurisdiction, a final DHCR administrative determination is dispositive of the parties’ rights in the administrative proceeding and cannot be collaterally attacked in a court case.¹¹⁰

DHCR’s more generalized assessment of the meaning of the law it administers is not necessarily entitled to that same deference. The Court of Appeals has enunciated two separate standards of review when DHCR makes a pronouncement regarding its interpretation of the Rent Stabilization Law. One involves DHCR’s specialized expertise in evaluating factual data as the legislature specifically delegated to it.¹¹¹ The other involves DHCR’s apprehension of the legislature’s intent.¹¹² When the interpretation of a statute involves “knowledge and understanding of underlying operational practices or entails an evaluation of factual data and inferences to be drawn,”¹¹³ the courts should defer to DHCR as the governmental agency charged with responsibility for administration if that interpretation is not irrational or unreasonable.¹¹⁴

On the other hand, if a question is “one of pure statutory reading and analysis dependent only upon accurate apprehension of legislative intent,”¹¹⁵ the court accords no particular deference to DHCR’s interpretation. Statutory construction is the court’s function, not a specialized agency’s.¹¹⁶

DHCR’s interpretation of its own regulations is, however, entitled to a greater level of deference.¹¹⁷ The interpretation given to a regulation by the agency that promulgated it and is responsible for its administration is entitled to deference if that interpretation is not irrational or unreasonable.¹¹⁸

Not Listening: Horizontal Multiple Dwellings

To withstand appellate review, neither Housing Court nor DHCR is required to reach the same result when acting as the trier of fact, even when the factual circumstances it adjudicates are arguably similar.

Both DHCR and the courts have been called upon to decide whether ostensibly separate structures are a single building of six or more units, the threshold number of units to be subject to the Rent Stabilization Law. These highly fact-specific “horizontal multiple dwelling” assessments are based on a variety of factors, includ-
ing common ownership, management, delivery of services, and architectural fixtures. Each case turns on specific facts, with the bottom line that common ownership and a common heating plant is not enough. Housing Court’s review of these factors need not mirror DHCR’s.

In Bambeck v. DHCR, the Appellate Division, in upholding DHCR’s determination that the building constituted a horizontal multiple dwelling, distinguished various Housing Court decisions and found that elements of commonality, similar to those in Bambeck, were insufficient to constitute a horizontal multiple dwelling. The court noted that some cases have held that contiguous buildings were separate and did not constitute horizontal multiple dwellings. However, the court stated that "significantly" the issues in those cases were presented to the courts in the first instance and not on judicial review of an administrative determination.

In Howell v. Francesco, the Appellate Term was faced with the opposite situation: a tenant cited to factually similar DHCR determinations that buildings constituted a horizontal multiple dwelling as precedent although Housing Court had found the tenant’s building to be separate premises. The court held that DHCR precedents are not binding on Housing Court. As the Appellate Term explained, DHCR cases supporting a contrary result “arise from administrative determinations involving a more deferential standard of review.”

Not Listening and Registration

DHCR and the courts have taken different positions concerning the consequences of an owner’s failure to serve the initial rent-stabilized registration when the apartment was rent controlled.

In plenary actions, notably in Smitten v. 56 MacDougal Street, the court had determined that an owner’s failure to serve the initial registration would result in the first rent-stabilized tenant’s rent frozen at the prior rent-controlled rate.

Conversely, rather than freezing the rent at the earlier rent-controlled rent, DHCR held that an owner’s failure to serve the registration extended the time to commence a fair-market rent appeal to challenge the initial stabilized rent. In a fair-market rent appeal, DHCR compares the initial stabilized rent against a guideline promulgated by the Rent Guidelines Board with rents generally prevailing in the same areas for substantially similar housing accommodations and directs a refund if the initial rent exceeds those standards.

The Appellate Division has rejected litigation seeking to compel DHCR to follow the Smitten rule. As with horizontal multiple dwellings, the Appellate Division held that its own affinities in Smitten was not germane to its review of a DHCR determination in which a court will defer to the agency’s own methodology and procedures if they are rationally based.

As noted in subsequent litigation, the use of these two separate standards was eventually extinguished by legislation removing the rent freeze as a possible penalty for failing to serve an initial registration. Nonetheless, this divergence of approach on penalties for registration later replicated itself. In 2000, the New York City Council enacted a requirement that upon high-income/vacancy deregulation, owners must serve an "exit registration" on the first tenant after deregulation. In plenary actions, courts assumed that the failure to serve an exit registration barred the apartment’s deregulation.

On the other hand, in a case involving a DHCR determination, the court found that an owner’s failure to serve this registration cannot preclude the deregulation of an apartment. State legislation had mandated deregulation, and the City Council could not modify that result.

To gain some consistency in approach, DHCR has proposed legislation that would make this exit registration a state legislative requirement and extend the ordinary four-year period of overcharge review until service of the registration was effected.

Examples of Listening

In several instances, DHCR has departed from its own internal precedent, changing policy on the strength of court cases dealing with the same subject matter.

In Rosario v. Diagonal Realty, DHCR appeared as amicus in the Court of Appeals supporting a position that an owner whose tenant is the recipient of a Section 8 voucher must continue that participation in the federal Section 8 rent-subsidy program. Although federal law might not have compelled that continuation, the Rent Stabilization Law’s requirement of renewing leases required that the owner continue to accept Section 8 subsidies as a term and condition of the lease. The courts had split on this issue. In its own administrative determination, DHCR initially sided with those courts that had found that Section 8 participation need not be continued. In taking the opposite position as amicus, DHCR disavowed its prior decisions, which had primarily relied on what had become the minority view of those courts that had reviewed the issue.

Another example is preferential rents. In 2003, the legislature codified the rules governing preferential rents. Preferential rents are rents charged to and paid by the tenant that are less than the legal rent allowed under the Rent Stabilization Law. The legislature provided that rents “may be charged upon renewal or upon vacancy…at the option of the owner, be based on such previously established legal rent….” In short, the owner’s obligation to accept a lower rent terminated with the actual lease that contained a preferential...
rent provision rather than continuing through mandated renewal leases.

DHCR initially took the position that this codification overrode agreements to the contrary in which an owner expressly agreed to continue a preferential rent throughout subsequent renewals. Courts had ruled otherwise, and DHCR changed its position to conform to the courts.

How Can Housing Court and DHCR Communicate?

Housing Court and DHCR rarely communicate face to face. DHCR will comply with properly served subpoenas to produce documents (assuming that the production of documents would be appropriate). DHCR personnel cannot be subpoenaed to explain policies, procedures, or the impact of specific orders or to testify about the regulated rent of a housing accommodation. Doing so constitutes coerced expert-opinion evidence that is as inappropriate from government officials as it would be from members of the public.

For DHCR to provide subpoenaed records, a court must issue the subpoena. DHCR may comply through the production of a certified copy of the record without a witness for authentication. Proof of registration, a prerequisite for nonpayment proceedings, has been traditionally obtained this way.

Under a memorandum of understanding between DHCR and the Office of Court Administration, DHCR is making available to Housing Court electronic access to relevant registration data to obviate the need for subpoenas or paper transfers. Housing Court will be able to ascertain whether the apartment is registered, what years it has been registered, the registered rent for the apartment, and whether the apartment is registered, the registered rent for the apartment, and what years it has been registered. The party’s court’s request “where there is a pending DHCR matter which will aid in the resolution of a case before the Court.”

“The sheer volume of affirmative cases generated by the Rent Stabilization Law and the rent law’s complexity makes DHCR’s role as adjudicator and specialist important and crucial.”

Even when there is no pending DHCR case, DHCR may respond to written inquires on certain points of law from a court. The legislature has provided that “[i]n any action or proceeding before a court wherein a party relies for a ground of relief...or brings into question the construction or validity of this act or any regulation, order or requirement hereunder, the court...may at any stage certify such fact to the division of housing and community renewal.”

Conclusion

Dual jurisdiction is a necessary adjunct of the responsibilities of both Housing Court and DHCR. Resolving matters within the court’s purview requires resolving rent-stabilization issues to afford complete relief to the parties. However, many rent-stabilization issues can be raised only in Housing Court by a tenant’s affirmative defense or counterclaim. The sheer volume of affirmative cases generated by the Rent Stabilization Law and the rent law’s complexity makes DHCR’s role as adjudicator and specialist important and crucial.

Although Housing Court and DHCR disagree over specific matters of implementation, the benefits of having these two separate adjudicators outweigh any detriment. In the process of resolving these disagreements, the administration and proper interpretation of the Rent Stabilization Law is enhanced by obtaining different points of view.
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